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Room rent capping in Group Health Insurance (Group Mediclaim)

Room rent restriction is one of the clauses of Group Health Insurance that often clients or buyers find
difficult to understand.  Given the way hospitalization costs are linked to ‘room type’ in India, this
restriction is often the most important clause that causes difficulties to lay persons. Please see below an
example of the kind of difficulties this clause poses and how we can structure our Group Health
Insurance accordingly.

Variation in health-care costs by room type

Before we understand the insurance terminology, let us look at how hospitalization costs vary by room
type.   The figures below show the cost of Single AC room and Shared Room along with the cost of Heart
By-pass surgery for these rooms respectively. These costs are actual costs for a leading hospital in Delhi.

Room rent per day:

Single AC Room: Rs 9,900

Shared Room: Rs 4,000



Cost of heart surgery by room type:

Single AC Room: Rs 2,92,000

Shared Room: Rs 2,00,000

Claim admissibility by room type

In general, the insurance policy wordings indicate that the amount payable for the package cost shall be
at the rate applicable to the entitled room category. In case the Insured person opts for a room with
rent higher than the entitled category, the charges payable shall be limited to the charges applicable to
the entitled category.

So, if for instance, one had a health policy with sum assured of Rs 4 lakh, and a room eligibility of up to
Rs 4,000, then the claim payable would be limited to Rs 2 lakh. So, despite the sum assured being much
higher, the Insured would have to pay Rs 92,000 out of his/her pocket.

Opportunity to customize in Group Health policy

Fortunately, one can customize the Group Health policy to choose the room rent type. One can opt for
any of the following:

• As proportion of Sum Assured (1%, 1.5%, 2%)

• Single AC room (irrespective of the costs)

• No room rent capping all

Conclusion

It is critical that such an important factor should be suitably decided based on the incremental cost and
the desired benefits for employees. It is recommended for employers to choose an expert professional,
i.e., an Insurance Broker to help design the Group Health Insurance policy benefits accordingly.

If you have any more detailed questions, feel free to contact SecureNow Insurance Broker.
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